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Databases Management Systems Databases Management Systems 
(DBMS)(DBMS)
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OutlineOutline

System outline (DBMS)System outline (DBMS)

Database design overviewDatabase design overview

EntityEntity--Relationship (ER) diagramsRelationship (ER) diagrams

Relational data modelRelational data model

Structured Query Language (SQL)Structured Query Language (SQL)

NormalizationNormalization

… and a few other issues… and a few other issues
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What is a What is a DBMSDBMS ??

DatabaseDatabase
–– a large, integrated collection of dataa large, integrated collection of data

–– Models a realModels a real--world enterpriseworld enterprise

Entities (e.g. students, courses, instructors)Entities (e.g. students, courses, instructors)

Attributes (e.g. student: ID, age, etc)Attributes (e.g. student: ID, age, etc)

Relationships (e.g. Trappenberg is teaching ECMM 6010)Relationships (e.g. Trappenberg is teaching ECMM 6010)

Database Management System (DBMS)Database Management System (DBMS)
–– a software application to assist in the creation, maintenance, aa software application to assist in the creation, maintenance, and nd 

access of databasesaccess of databases

44

DBMSDBMS

DBMS
Software

File 1

File 2

File n

...

App 1

App x
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DBMS FeaturesDBMS Features

Integrated data storeIntegrated data store
–– Reduces data redundancy and inconsistencyReduces data redundancy and inconsistency

Query languageQuery language
–– Reduces application development timeReduces application development time

Data access methods and query optimizationData access methods and query optimization
–– Ensures fast query answering for large dataEnsures fast query answering for large data

Data independenceData independence
–– application programs are not impacted by changes in the way application programs are not impacted by changes in the way 

the data is structured and storedthe data is structured and stored

Uniform data administrationUniform data administration
–– Provides easy data integrity and securityProvides easy data integrity and security

Concurrent control and crash recoveryConcurrent control and crash recovery

66

Example Example –– A Banking SystemA Banking System

Data = info on accounts, customers, balances, current Data = info on accounts, customers, balances, current 
interest rates, transaction histories, etc.interest rates, transaction histories, etc.
Features:Features:
–– MassiveMassive :  many terabytes at least for large banks:  many terabytes at least for large banks
–– Shared:Shared: reduce redundancy and ensure data consistency and reduce redundancy and ensure data consistency and 

control of accesscontrol of access
–– Persistent:Persistent: data outlives programs that operate on themdata outlives programs that operate on them
–– Safe Safe -- from system failures (leveraged through software and from system failures (leveraged through software and 

hardware)hardware)
–– MultiMulti --user:user: many people / programs accessing same database many people / programs accessing same database 

simultaneouslysimultaneously
–– Convenient:Convenient: simple commands, data independences facilitates simple commands, data independences facilitates 

application developmentapplication development
–– Efficient:Efficient: don’t search all filesdon’t search all files
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Describing and Storing DataDescribing and Storing Data

Relationship between realRelationship between real--world enterprise and dataworld enterprise and data

Data ModelData Model
–– a mechanism for describing data that hides the lowa mechanism for describing data that hides the low--level storage level storage 

detailsdetails

–– Relational, network, hierarchical, objectRelational, network, hierarchical, object--oriented, etc.oriented, etc.

Relational data modelRelational data model
–– most widely used most widely used 

–– a collection of relations (set of records) and operations on a collection of relations (set of records) and operations on 
relationsrelations

88

Levels of abstractionLevels of abstraction

External levelExternal level
–– many viewsmany views
–– describes how the users describes how the users 

see the datasee the data

Conceptual (logical) levelConceptual (logical) level
–– defines what is in the defines what is in the 

databasedatabase

Internal levelInternal level
–– describes how the data is describes how the data is 

actually storedactually stored

Stored dataStored data

View 1 View 2 View 3

Conceptual Schema

Physical Schema

stored 
data

internal
level

conceptual
level

external
level
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Example:  University DatabaseExample:  University Database

External schema:External schema:

–– View View -- CourseinfoCourseinfo ((cidcid:string:string, , enrollmentenrollment:integer:integer))

Conceptual schema:Conceptual schema:
–– Students (Students (sidsid:string:string, , namename:string:string, , ageage:integer:integer, , gpagpa:real:real, , 

majormajor:string:string))

–– Courses (Courses (cidcid:string:string, , cnamecname:string:string, , creditscredits:integer:integer))

–– CourseregCoursereg ((sidsid:string:string, , cidcid:string:string, , gradegrade:string:string))

Physical schema:Physical schema:
–– relations stored as unordered files, indexed on first column of relations stored as unordered files, indexed on first column of 

students, etc.students, etc.

1010

Data IndependenceData Independence

Applications are protected from how data is structured Applications are protected from how data is structured 
and storedand stored

Logical data independenceLogical data independence
–– protection from changes in logical level of dataprotection from changes in logical level of data

–– provided by the external and conceptual levels.  If the conceptuprovided by the external and conceptual levels.  If the conceptual al 
schema changes, the views can be reconfigured to retrieve the schema changes, the views can be reconfigured to retrieve the 
data using the new conceptual schemadata using the new conceptual schema

physical data independencephysical data independence
–– the code remains the same is the underlying data structure is the code remains the same is the underlying data structure is 

changeschanges
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Database Design (1)Database Design (1)

1.1. Requirements analysisRequirements analysis
–– understand what data is to be stored in the database, what understand what data is to be stored in the database, what 

applications must be built on top of it, and what operations wilapplications must be built on top of it, and what operations will l 
be most frequentbe most frequent

–– i.e. find out what the users want!i.e. find out what the users want!

2.2. Conceptual database designConceptual database design
–– use the info gathered in step 1 to develop a highuse the info gathered in step 1 to develop a high--level level 

description of the data to be stored, along with the constraintsdescription of the data to be stored, along with the constraints
that are knownthat are known

–– entityentity--relationship model often used for this steprelationship model often used for this step

3.3. Logical database designLogical database design
–– choose a DBMS to implement the database design and choose a DBMS to implement the database design and 

convert the conceptual database design into a conceptual convert the conceptual database design into a conceptual 
schema (which can be implemented, for example, with SQL)schema (which can be implemented, for example, with SQL)

1212

Database Design (2)Database Design (2)

4.4. Schema refinementSchema refinement
–– analyze the relations to identify potential problems and refine analyze the relations to identify potential problems and refine 

the design (normalization)the design (normalization)

5.5. Physical database designPhysical database design
–– consider typical expected workloads and refine the database consider typical expected workloads and refine the database 

design to meet performance criteriadesign to meet performance criteria

–– i.e. building indexes or potentially redesigni.e. building indexes or potentially redesign

6.6. Security designSecurity design
–– identify different user groups and roles and identify access identify different user groups and roles and identify access 

restrictionsrestrictions
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Database Design Step 2Database Design Step 2

1.1. Requirements analysisRequirements analysis

2.2. Conceptual database designConceptual database design
–– use the info gathered in step 1 to develop a highuse the info gathered in step 1 to develop a high--level level 

description of the data to be stored, along with the constraintsdescription of the data to be stored, along with the constraints
that are knownthat are known

–– entityentity--relationship model often used for this steprelationship model often used for this step

3.3. Logical database designLogical database design
4.4. Schema refinement Schema refinement 
5.5. Physical database designPhysical database design
6.6. Security designSecurity design

1414

EntityEntity--Relationship (ER) ModelRelationship (ER) Model

Conceptual Database DesignConceptual Database Design

Standard technique for describing data in terms of Standard technique for describing data in terms of 
objects and their relationshipsobjects and their relationships

EntityEntity
–– an object in the real world that is distinguishable from other an object in the real world that is distinguishable from other 

objects (i.e. student, instructor, course, textbook) objects (i.e. student, instructor, course, textbook) 
–– an entity is described used a set of attributes (i.e. Sid, Name,an entity is described used a set of attributes (i.e. Sid, Name,

Sex, Sex, dobdob))

Entity setEntity set
–– a collection of similar entities (i.e. students, instructors)a collection of similar entities (i.e. students, instructors)
–– all entities in an entity set have the same attributes (for now,all entities in an entity set have the same attributes (for now,

we will expand on this later)we will expand on this later)
–– each entity has a each entity has a keykey (a minimal set of attributes that (a minimal set of attributes that 

uniquely identifies an entity) & a uniquely identifies an entity) & a domaindomain (a set of possible (a set of possible 
values for the attributes)values for the attributes)
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ER DiagramsER Diagrams

Entity set

Attribute

Relationship

Student

Sid dobName Sex

05/05/6805/05/68FFQuinnQuinn23452345

10/10/7510/10/75MMSmithSmith55325532

01/01/8501/01/85MMThomasThomas12341234

dobdobSexSexNameNameSidSid

1616

Type of AttributesType of Attributes

Simple (atomic) vs. compositeSimple (atomic) vs. composite
–– (e.g. house number vs. address)(e.g. house number vs. address)

SingleSingle--valued vs. multivalued vs. multi--valuedvalued
–– (e.g. age versus university degrees)(e.g. age versus university degrees)

Stored vs. derivedStored vs. derived
–– (e.g. birth date versus age)(e.g. birth date versus age)
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RelationshipsRelationships

RelationshipRelationship
–– an association among two or more entities (i.e. an association among two or more entities (i.e. 

Thomas is registered in ECMM6010)Thomas is registered in ECMM6010)

Relationship setRelationship set
–– a collection of similar relationships a collection of similar relationships 

(i.e. (i.e. Reg_InReg_In))

–– can also have descriptive attributes can also have descriptive attributes 
(but the relationship must be uniquely identified (but the relationship must be uniquely identified 
by the participating entities)by the participating entities)

Student

Sid dobName Sex

Course

Cid Desc.Title

Reg_In

CSCI4161CSCI416123452345

ECMM6000ECMM600055325532

ECMM6010ECMM601012341234

CidCidSidSid

1818

Ternary RelationshipsTernary Relationships

Sometimes there is a threeSometimes there is a three--way relationship (i.e. student / course / way relationship (i.e. student / course / 
semester)semester)

The above diagram is ONLY appropriate if any student only takes The above diagram is ONLY appropriate if any student only takes a a 
course once (i.e. only one term associated with that student/coucourse once (i.e. only one term associated with that student/course rse 
pair)pair)

Student

Sid dobName Sex

Course

Cid Desc.Title

Reg_In

Term
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Ternary RelationshipsTernary Relationships

If a student can take a course several times, you need to represIf a student can take a course several times, you need to represent ent 
a third entity “Semester” in order to represent this relationshia third entity “Semester” in order to represent this relationshipp

Student

Sid dobName Sex

Course

Cid Desc.Title

Reg_In

Year Semester Term

2020

Key attribute ( key/uniqueness constraint)Key attribute ( key/uniqueness constraint)

Key Key attribute(sattribute(s):):
–– Attribute(sAttribute(s) that uniquely defines individual entity) that uniquely defines individual entity

Key constrain:Key constrain:
–– there can be only one instance of an item in a relationship there can be only one instance of an item in a relationship 

(i.e. each department can only have one manager)(i.e. each department can only have one manager)

–– represented in an ER diagram by adding an arrowhead to represented in an ER diagram by adding an arrowhead to 
the line between the entity and the relationshipthe line between the entity and the relationship

employee Manages Department1
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employee manages department1 1

one-to-one

employee works_for department
1 M

one-to-many

employee uses workplaceN 1

many-to-one

employee plays sportN M

many-to-many

Relationship ConstraintsRelationship Constraints
Cardinality ratio (N:M)Cardinality ratio (N:M)

Participation Constraints:  partial Participation Constraints:  partial 
total total 

2222

Cardinality ratio (N:M)Cardinality ratio (N:M)

one-to-one one-to-many many-to-one many-to-many
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Example Example –– Employees & DepartmentsEmployees & Departments

Employee

SIN DOBName Sex

Department

Did BudgetName

manages

works_In

Since

2424

ISA (‘is a’) HierarchiesISA (‘is a’) Hierarchies

Attributes can be inheritedAttributes can be inherited

If we declare A ISA B, then every A entity is also If we declare A ISA B, then every A entity is also 
considered to be a B entityconsidered to be a B entity

Employees

SIN DOBName Sex

Hourly_Emp

Hourly_wage hours_worked

Salary_Emp

contractID
ISA
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ISA Hierarchy ConstraintsISA Hierarchy Constraints

Overlap constraintsOverlap constraints
–– are two subclasses allowed to contain the same entity? (i.e. are two subclasses allowed to contain the same entity? (i.e. 

can Joe be an hourly and a salary employee?)can Joe be an hourly and a salary employee?)

–– If yes we write “Hourly_Emp OVERLAPS Salary_Emp”If yes we write “Hourly_Emp OVERLAPS Salary_Emp”

Covering constraintsCovering constraints
–– do the entities from the subclasses comprise all entities from do the entities from the subclasses comprise all entities from 

the the superclasssuperclass? (i.e. does every employee have to be an ? (i.e. does every employee have to be an 
hourly or a salary hourly or a salary employssemployss?) ?) 

–– If yes we write “Hourly_Emp AND Salary_Emp COVER If yes we write “Hourly_Emp AND Salary_Emp COVER 
Employees”Employees”

2626

AggregationAggregation

enables a relationship to be treated as an entity set for the puenables a relationship to be treated as an entity set for the purpose rpose 
of participating in other relationshipsof participating in other relationships

represented by a dashed box around the relationshiprepresented by a dashed box around the relationship

Manages

Projects

pid pbudgetstart

Departments

Did BudgetName

Sponsors

Since

Employees

SIN DOBName Sex

Until
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Design choice: entity vs. attributeDesign choice: entity vs. attribute

Should a property be modeled as an attribute or an Should a property be modeled as an attribute or an 
entity?  (i.e. address)entity?  (i.e. address)
Depends on what we want to do with the informationDepends on what we want to do with the information
Should be an entity if:Should be an entity if:
–– we want to record more than one (i.e. more than one address for we want to record more than one (i.e. more than one address for 

each employee)each employee)
–– we want to capture the structure of the attribute (i.e. want to we want to capture the structure of the attribute (i.e. want to 

record address in terms of street, city, province, country, postrecord address in terms of street, city, province, country, postal al 
code. This was we can query on this info)code. This was we can query on this info)

2828

Design choices: entity vs. attributeDesign choices: entity vs. attribute

Employees

SIN DOBName Sex

Departments

Did BudgetName

Works_In2

From To

Employees

SIN DOBName Sex

Departments

Did BudgetName

Works_In3

From ToDuration
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Summary of conceptual designSummary of conceptual design

conceptual design follows requirements analysisconceptual design follows requirements analysis
–– gives a highgives a high--level description of data to be storedlevel description of data to be stored

ER model frequently usedER model frequently used

Basic components:  entities, relationships, and attributes Basic components:  entities, relationships, and attributes 
(or entities and relationships)(or entities and relationships)

Additional components:  ISA hierarchiesAdditional components:  ISA hierarchies

Can express constraints (i.e. key constraints, Can express constraints (i.e. key constraints, 
participation constraints, overlap/covering constraints)participation constraints, overlap/covering constraints)

ER design is subjective. There are often many ways to ER design is subjective. There are often many ways to 
model a scenario!model a scenario!

3030

Database Design Step 3Database Design Step 3

1.1. Requirements analysisRequirements analysis
2.2. Conceptual database designConceptual database design

3.3. Logical database designLogical database design
–– choose a DBMS to implement the database design and choose a DBMS to implement the database design and 

convert the conceptual database design into a conceptual convert the conceptual database design into a conceptual 
schema (which can be implemented, for example, with SQL)schema (which can be implemented, for example, with SQL)

4.4. Schema refinement Schema refinement 
5.5. Physical database designPhysical database design
6.6. Security designSecurity design
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Logical database designLogical database design

convert the conceptual database design into a convert the conceptual database design into a 
conceptual schemaconceptual schema

ER Model ER Model →→ Relational ModelRelational Model

Relational data model Relational data model 
–– based on sets based on sets 

–– tabular representation of datatabular representation of data

–– a relation consists of a instance (table) with a schema (column a relation consists of a instance (table) with a schema (column 
headings)headings)

Reminder:  a schema is a description of data in terms of a data Reminder:  a schema is a description of data in terms of a data modelmodel

3232

Relation schemaRelation schema

specifies the relation’s name, the name of each field (or specifies the relation’s name, the name of each field (or 
column, or attribute), and the domain of each fieldcolumn, or attribute), and the domain of each field

domain has a domain name and a set of associated domain has a domain name and a set of associated 
valuesvalues

Students (Sid: integer, Students (Sid: integer, SnameSname: string, : string, gpagpa: real): real)

Course (Cid: integer, Course (Cid: integer, CnameCname: string, : string, CtitleCtitle: string): string)

Takes (Sid: integer, Cid: integer)Takes (Sid: integer, Cid: integer)
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Relation instanceRelation instance
set of records (also called tuples)set of records (also called tuples)

each record has the same number of fields as the each record has the same number of fields as the 
relation schemarelation schema

basically a table where each row represents a recordbasically a table where each row represents a record

3.103.10JonesJones66726672

4.034.03QuinnQuinn23452345

2.172.17SmithSmith55325532

0.070.07ThomasThomas12341234

gpagpaNameNameSidSid

RECORDS
(TUPLES, ROWS)

FIELDS (ATTRIBUTES, COLUMNS)

An instance of the Students relation

•• all rows in a table must be distinctall rows in a table must be distinct
•• cardinalitycardinality is the number of records (is the number of records (tuplestuples); ); above: cardinality = 4above: cardinality = 4

•• degreedegree is the number of fields (columns); is the number of fields (columns); above: degree = 3above: degree = 3

3434

Table Design PhaseTable Design Phase

Rules of thumbRules of thumb
–– one table per entityone table per entity

each attribute of an entity becomes an attribute of the each attribute of an entity becomes an attribute of the 
tabletable

–– one table per relationshipone table per relationship
each attribute of a relationship becomes an attribute of each attribute of a relationship becomes an attribute of 
the tablethe table

the primary keys for the participating entity sets become the primary keys for the participating entity sets become 
part of the table (if no key constraints)part of the table (if no key constraints)
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Example Example –– Employees & DepartmentsEmployees & Departments

Employees

SIN DOBName Sex

Departments

Did BudgetName

manages

works_In

Since

ER Diagram

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

MMJonesJones66726672

MMQuinnQuinn23452345

FFSmithSmith55325532

MMThomasThomas12341234

SexSexNameNameSINSIN

750000750000Dept CDept C3333

200000200000Dept BDept B1818

500000500000Dept ADept A2323

BudgetBudgetNameNameDidDid
333323452345

232312341234

DidDidSINSIN

20002000232366726672

19821982333323452345

20022002181855325532

19901990232312341234

SinceSinceDidDidSINSIN

Tables

Employees

Departments

manages

works_In

3636

Relational RulesRelational Rules

There is no meaning to the order of tuples in a relationThere is no meaning to the order of tuples in a relation

There is no meaning in the order of attributes in a There is no meaning in the order of attributes in a 
relationrelation

Each tuple is unique in a relationEach tuple is unique in a relation

Each attribute value is atomic Each attribute value is atomic 
(i.e. cannot be split up)(i.e. cannot be split up)

Each tuple is an assertion (i.e. a true statement)Each tuple is an assertion (i.e. a true statement)
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Integrity ConstraintsIntegrity Constraints

Data entered into a database must be correct and a Data entered into a database must be correct and a 
DBMS should help prevent incorrect informationDBMS should help prevent incorrect information

An integrity constraint is a condition that is specified on a An integrity constraint is a condition that is specified on a 
database schema that restricts what data can be storeddatabase schema that restricts what data can be stored

Types of integrity constraints include:Types of integrity constraints include:
–– keyskeys

–– foreign key constraintsforeign key constraints

–– domain constraintsdomain constraints

–– participation constraintsparticipation constraints

3838

KeysKeys

A set of fields is a A set of fields is a keykey for a relation if:for a relation if:
–– uniqueness: no two distinct tuples can have the same values in uniqueness: no two distinct tuples can have the same values in 

allall key fields (key fields (key can be a combination of attributeskey can be a combination of attributes))

–– minimality: not true for any subset of the key minimality: not true for any subset of the key 

If minimality is false it is considered to be a If minimality is false it is considered to be a superkeysuperkey
–– set of all attributes is a set of all attributes is a superkeysuperkey

–– Key = minimal Key = minimal superkeysuperkey

There may be several possible keys (There may be several possible keys (candidate keyscandidate keys))

TheThe primary keyprimary key is the key chosen to be supported in the is the key chosen to be supported in the 
databasedatabase

A primary key CANNOT be nullA primary key CANNOT be null
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Primary KeyPrimary Key
Primary keyPrimary key

–– attribute(sattribute(s) that uniquely identify records (tuples)) that uniquely identify records (tuples)

–– can be comprised of one or more attributescan be comprised of one or more attributes

Students (Students (SidSid : integer, : integer, SnameSname: string, : string, gpagpa: real): real)

Course (Course (CidCid : integer, : integer, CnameCname: string, : string, CtitleCtitle: string): string)

Takes (Takes (SidSid : integer,: integer, CidCid : integer): integer)

4040

Primary KeyPrimary Key

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

MMJonesJones66726672

MMQuinnQuinn23452345

FFSmithSmith55325532

MMThomasThomas12341234

SexSexNameNameSINSIN

750000750000Dept CDept C3333

200000200000Dept BDept B1818

500000500000Dept ADept A2323

BudgetBudgetNameNameDidDid

333323452345

232312341234

DidDidSINSIN

20002000232366726672

19821982333323452345

20022002181855325532

19701970232312341234

SinceSinceDidDidSINSIN

Employees Departments

Manages

Works_In
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Foreign KeyForeign Key

Attribute(sAttribute(s) that link to a primary key in another relation) that link to a primary key in another relation
–– For example: in the relation For example: in the relation Reg_inReg_in ((sidsid: : intint, cid: , cid: intint, grade: , grade: intint), ), 

sidsid would be a foreign key (from the Students relation) and would be a foreign key (from the Students relation) and cid cid 
would be a foreign key (from the courses relation)would be a foreign key (from the courses relation)

Referential integrityReferential integrity
–– If a foreign key refers to a primary key in another relation, thIf a foreign key refers to a primary key in another relation, then en 

that key must exist in the other relationthat key must exist in the other relation

4242

Foreign KeyForeign Key

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

MMJonesJones66726672

MMQuinnQuinn23452345

FFSmithSmith55325532

MMThomasThomas12341234

SexSexNameNameSINSIN

750000750000Dept CDept C3333

200000200000Dept BDept B1818

500000500000Dept ADept A2323

BudgetBudgetNameNameDidDid

333323452345

232312341234

DidDidSINSIN

20002000232366726672

19821982333323452345

20022002181855325532

19701970232312341234

SinceSinceDidDidSINSIN

Employees Departments

Manages

Works_In

Foreign key 
for Employees

Foreign key for 
Employees

Foreign key 
for Depts

Foreign key 
for Depts
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Translating Key Constraints (1)Translating Key Constraints (1)

Option #1Option #1
–– create a table for the relation, and the primary key for that create a table for the relation, and the primary key for that 

table will be the primary key from Department (did)table will be the primary key from Department (did)

employee Manages Department1

333323452345

232312341234

DidDidSINSIN

Manages

4444

Translating Key Constraints (2)Translating Key Constraints (2)

Option #2Option #2
–– include information about the relationship in the table include information about the relationship in the table 

corresponding to the Department entitycorresponding to the Department entity

–– Advantage:  don’t need to create an extra table or join tables Advantage:  don’t need to create an extra table or join tables 
for queriesfor queries

–– Disadvantage:  can be a waste of space if several Disadvantage:  can be a waste of space if several 
departments don’t have managersdepartments don’t have managers

23452345

12341234

ManagerManager

750000750000Dept CDept C3333

200000200000Dept BDept B1818

500000500000Dept ADept A2323

BudgetBudgetNameNameDidDidDepartments
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Translating Participation ConstraintsTranslating Participation Constraints

If the participation constraint is associated with a key constraIf the participation constraint is associated with a key constraint we int we 
can specify “NOT NULL” to constrain total participation IF desigcan specify “NOT NULL” to constrain total participation IF design n 
option #2 is usedoption #2 is used

This is not the case if option #1 was used to handle the key This is not the case if option #1 was used to handle the key 
constraintconstraint

For other participation constraints, table constraints or assertFor other participation constraints, table constraints or assertions ions 
must be usedmust be used

23452345

66726672

12341234

ManagerManager
(NOT NULL)(NOT NULL)

750000750000Dept CDept C3333

200000200000Dept BDept B1818

500000500000Dept ADept A2323

BudgetBudgetNameNameDidDid
Departments

employee Manages Department1

4646

Translating ISA Class Hierarchies (1)Translating ISA Class Hierarchies (1)

Option #1Option #1
–– create a table for each entity set (employees, create a table for each entity set (employees, hourly_emphourly_emp, and , and 

salary_empsalary_emp))
–– the subclasses (the subclasses (hourly_emphourly_emp and and salary_empsalary_emp) contain the key ) contain the key 

attribute from the attribute from the superclasssuperclass (employees)(employees)
–– good if we run a lot of queries on employees in generalgood if we run a lot of queries on employees in general
–– requires joining two tables though if we want to compare just horequires joining two tables though if we want to compare just hourly urly 

employeesemployees

Employees

SIN DOBName Sex

Hourly_Emp

Hourly_wage hours_worked

Salary_Emp

contractIDISA
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ISA Class Hierarchy ExampleISA Class Hierarchy Example

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

MMJonesJones66726672

MMQuinnQuinn23452345

FFSmithSmith55325532

MMThomasThomas12341234

SexSexNameNameSINSIN

Employees

373712.0012.0066726672

34346.506.5023452345

555511.0011.0055325532

27277.007.0012341234

Hours_wHours_w
orkedorked

Hourly_wHourly_w
ageage

SINSIN

Hourly_Emp

12012066726672

737323452345

262655325532

555512341234

Contract_Contract_
IDID

SINSIN

Option #1

4848

Translating ISA Class Hierarchies (2)Translating ISA Class Hierarchies (2)

Option #2Option #2
–– create two tables, one for each subclass (create two tables, one for each subclass (hourly_emphourly_emp and and 

salary_empsalary_emp) and include all of the attributes from the employee ) and include all of the attributes from the employee 
class in each table (employees, class in each table (employees, hourly_emphourly_emp, and , and salary_empsalary_emp))

–– must join tables to compare employees in general but is faster tmust join tables to compare employees in general but is faster to o 
do comparisons within each categorydo comparisons within each category

–– doesn’t work if we do not have a covering constraint (i.e. have doesn’t work if we do not have a covering constraint (i.e. have 
employees that are not either an hourly employee or a salary employees that are not either an hourly employee or a salary 
employee)employee)

–– also, redundancy if we have an overlap constraint (i.e. an also, redundancy if we have an overlap constraint (i.e. an 
employee is both an hourly and a salary employee)employee is both an hourly and a salary employee)
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ISA Class Hierarchy ExampleISA Class Hierarchy Example

SmithSmith

JonesJones

QuinnQuinn

ThomasThomas

NameName

FF

MM

MM

MM

SexSex

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

373712.0012.0066726672

34346.506.5023452345

555511.0011.0055325532

27277.007.0012341234

Hours_wHours_w
orkedorked

Hourly_wHourly_w
ageage

SINSIN

Hourly_EmpOption #2

SmithSmith

JonesJones

QuinnQuinn

ThomasThomas

NameName

FF

MM

MM

MM

SexSex

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

12012066726672

737323452345

262655325532

555512341234

Contract_Contract_
IDID

SINSIN

Salary_Emp

5050

Other constraintsOther constraints

Domain constraintsDomain constraints
–– May specify a range of values for a fieldMay specify a range of values for a field

Table constraintsTable constraints
–– Constraints associated with a single table and are checked Constraints associated with a single table and are checked 

whenever that table is modifiedwhenever that table is modified

AssertionsAssertions
–– Involve several tables and are checked whenever any of these Involve several tables and are checked whenever any of these 

tables are modifiedtables are modified

Overlap & covering constraints are handled using Overlap & covering constraints are handled using 
assertionsassertions
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SQL (structured query language)SQL (structured query language)

The most widely used relational query language for The most widely used relational query language for 
creating, manipulating and querying relational databasescreating, manipulating and querying relational databases

5252

Creating Tables with SQLCreating Tables with SQL

CREATE TABLE Students (CREATE TABLE Students ( sidsid : INTEGER, name: CHAR(20), age: : INTEGER, name: CHAR(20), age: 

INTEGER, INTEGER, gpagpa : REAL): REAL)

CREATE TABLE Enrolled (CREATE TABLE Enrolled ( sidsid : INTEGER, cid: INTEGER, grade: : INTEGER, cid: INTEGER, grade: 

CHAR(2))CHAR(2))

gpagpaAgeAgeNameNameSidSid

Students

GradeGradeCidCidSidSid

Enrolled
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Adding Keys with SQLAdding Keys with SQL

CREATE TABLE Students (CREATE TABLE Students ( sidsid : INTEGER, name: CHAR(20), age: : INTEGER, name: CHAR(20), age: 

INTEGER, INTEGER, gpagpa : REAL, PRIMARY KEY (: REAL, PRIMARY KEY ( sidsid ))))

CREATE TABLE Enrolled (CREATE TABLE Enrolled ( sidsid : INTEGER, cid: INTEGER, grade: : INTEGER, cid: INTEGER, grade: 

CHAR(2), PRIMARY KEY (CHAR(2), PRIMARY KEY ( sidsid , cid), FOREIGN KEY (, cid), FOREIGN KEY ( sidsid ) ) 

REFERENCES Students, FOREIGN KEY (cid) REFERENCES REFERENCES Students, FOREIGN KEY (cid) REFERENCES 

courses)courses)

gpagpaAgeAgeNameNameSidSid

Students

GradeGradeCidCidSidSid

Enrolled

5454

Inserting & Updating DataInserting & Updating Data

INSERT INTO Students (INSERT INTO Students ( sidsid , name, age, , name, age, gpagpa ) VALUES ) VALUES 

(1234, ‘Thomas’, 18, 4.1)(1234, ‘Thomas’, 18, 4.1)

UPDATE Students SET Name = Johnson WHERE UPDATE Students SET Name = Johnson WHERE sidsid = 5532= 5532

Often DBMS provide a GUI to facilitate data Often DBMS provide a GUI to facilitate data 
entry/deletion/modification or provides facilities for the desigentry/deletion/modification or provides facilities for the designer ner 
to create a form for data entry/deletion/modificationto create a form for data entry/deletion/modification

3.93.9

3.63.6

4.14.1

GPAGPA

3232QuinnQuinn23452345

9999JohnsonJohnson55325532

1818ThomasThomas12341234

AgeAgeNameNameSidSid
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Querying with SQL (data retrieval)Querying with SQL (data retrieval)

SELECT:  Choose one or more rowsSELECT:  Choose one or more rows
SELECT * FROM students WHERE name = “Thomas”SELECT * FROM students WHERE name = “Thomas”

PROJECT:  Choose one or more columns:PROJECT:  Choose one or more columns:
SELECT SELECT sidsid , name FROM students, name FROM students

JOIN: combine two tables to make a new oneJOIN: combine two tables to make a new one
SELECT * FROM students, enrolled WHERE SELECT * FROM students, enrolled WHERE students.sidstudents.sid = = 

enrolled.sidenrolled.sid

5656

SELECT Example 1SELECT Example 1

Choose rows from a tableChoose rows from a table

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

MMJonesJones66726672

MMQuinnQuinn23452345

FFSmithSmith55325532

FFThomasThomas12341234

SexSexNameNameSINSIN

Employees

SELECT * FROM Employees WHERE Sex = “M”

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

DOBDOB

MMJonesJones66726672

MMQuinnQuinn23452345

SexSexNameNameSINSIN

RESULT
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SELECT Example 2SELECT Example 2

Choose rows (and specific fields) from a tableChoose rows (and specific fields) from a table

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/6901/01/69

DOBDOB

MMJonesJones66726672

MMQuinnQuinn23452345

FFSmithSmith55325532

FFThomasThomas12341234

SexSexNameNameSINSIN

Employees

SELECT SIN, Name FROM Employees WHERE Sex = “M”

JonesJones66726672

QuinnQuinn23452345

NameNameSINSIN

RESULT

5858

PROJECT Example 1PROJECT Example 1

Choose one or more columns from a tableChoose one or more columns from a table

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

MMJonesJones66726672

MMQuinnQuinn23452345

FFSmithSmith55325532

MMThomasThomas12341234

SexSexNameNameSINSIN

Employees

SELECT Name, DOB FROM Employees

06/18/4306/18/43SmithSmith

01/01/8501/01/85ThomasThomas

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

DOBDOB

JonesJones

QuinnQuinn

NameName

RESULT
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PROJECT Example 2PROJECT Example 2

Choose one or more columns (but only for records that satisfy a Choose one or more columns (but only for records that satisfy a 
constraint) from a tableconstraint) from a table

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

MMJonesJones66726672

MMQuinnQuinn23452345

FFSmithSmith55325532

FFThomasThomas12341234

SexSexNameNameSINSINEmployees

SELECT Name FROM Employees WHERE SIN > 3000

SmithSmith

JonesJones

NameName

RESULT

6060

JOIN ExampleJOIN Example

gather information that is stored in two different tablesgather information that is stored in two different tables

3.93.9

0.070.07

3.63.6

4.14.1

GPAGPA

3030JonesJones66726672

3434QuinnQuinn23452345

9999SmithSmith55325532

1818ThomasThomas12341234

AgeAgeNameNameSidSid

Students

SELECT * FROM Students, Enrolled 
WHERE Students.Sid = Enrolled.Sid

RESULT

BB818123452345

DD323255325532

AA636312341234

GradeGradeCidCidSidSid

Enrolled

DD

BB

AA

GradeGrade

3232

8181

6363

CidCid

3.93.9

3.63.6

4.14.1

GPAGPA

3434QuinnQuinn23452345

9999SmithSmith55325532

1818ThomasThomas12341234

AgeAgeNameNameSidSid
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Database Design Step 4Database Design Step 4

1.1. Requirements analysisRequirements analysis

2.2. Conceptual database designConceptual database design

3.3. Logical database designLogical database design

4.4. Schema refinementSchema refinement
–– analyze the relations to identify potential problems and refine analyze the relations to identify potential problems and refine the the 

designdesign (e.g. normalization)(e.g. normalization)

5.5. Physical database designPhysical database design

6.6. Security designSecurity design

6262

Schema RefinementSchema Refinement

Need to examine the database design, looking more Need to examine the database design, looking more 
closely at the issue of redundant storage of informationclosely at the issue of redundant storage of information
–– Problems caused by redundant storageProblems caused by redundant storage

update anomaliesupdate anomalies

insertion anomaliesinsertion anomalies

deletion anomaliesdeletion anomalies
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Problems with redundancy Problems with redundancy -- exampleexample

Suppose that hourly wages are determined by an Suppose that hourly wages are determined by an 
employees ratingemployees rating
–– this is called a functional dependencythis is called a functional dependency

55

88

55

88

RatingRating

SmithSmith

JonesJones

QuinnQuinn

ThomasThomas

NameName

FF

MM

MM

MM

SexSex

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

373710.0010.0066726672

34346.506.5023452345

55556.506.5055325532

272710.0010.0012341234

Hours_wHours_w
orkedorked

Hourly_wHourly_w
ageage

SINSIN

Hourly_Emp

6464

Problems with redundancy Problems with redundancy -- exampleexample

Disadvantages:Disadvantages:
–– information stored multiple times (wasted storage space)information stored multiple times (wasted storage space)

–– update anomalyupdate anomaly

the hourly wage for Thomas could be updated without the hourly wage for Thomas could be updated without 
updating the hourly wage for Jones which would produce an updating the hourly wage for Jones which would produce an 
inconsistencyinconsistency

–– insertion anomalyinsertion anomaly

we cannot insert an employee unless we know the hourly we cannot insert an employee unless we know the hourly 
wage for the employee’s rating valuewage for the employee’s rating value

–– deletion anomalydeletion anomaly

if we delete all if we delete all tuplestuples with a given rating value we lose the with a given rating value we lose the 
association between the rating value and its hourly wageassociation between the rating value and its hourly wage
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Solution Solution –– decomposition  decomposition  

Decompose the larger relation into smaller relationsDecompose the larger relation into smaller relations
–– Hourly_emp2 (SIN, Name, Sex, DOB, rating, Hourly_emp2 (SIN, Name, Sex, DOB, rating, hours_workedhours_worked))

–– Wages (rating, Wages (rating, hourly_wageshourly_wages))

Can update without creating inconsistencies and more efficient tCan update without creating inconsistencies and more efficient to o 
update in one placeupdate in one place

Can insert an employee without knowing the hourly wageCan insert an employee without knowing the hourly wage

Can delete all employee of a certain rating without losing the Can delete all employee of a certain rating without losing the 
information related to that rating and hourly wageinformation related to that rating and hourly wage

6666

When do we need to decompose?When do we need to decompose?

Several standards have been identified which eliminate Several standards have been identified which eliminate 
certain types of problemscertain types of problems
–– normal forms (i.e. 1normal forms (i.e. 1stst, 2, 2ndnd, 3, 3rdrd, Boyce, Boyce--CoddCodd))

Knowing the “normal form” of a schema, we can decide Knowing the “normal form” of a schema, we can decide 
whether or not to decompose further whether or not to decompose further 

What are the problems associated with decomposition?What are the problems associated with decomposition?
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11stst normal formnormal form

if every field contains only single values (i.e. no multiif every field contains only single values (i.e. no multi--valued or valued or 
composite attributes)composite attributes)

Example (NOT IN 1Example (NOT IN 1stst normal form):normal form):
STUDENT (STUDENT (snumsnum, , snamesname, , {phone1, phone2}{phone1, phone2}, address), address)

Correction (IN 1Correction (IN 1stst normal form):normal form):
STUDENT (STUDENT (snumsnum, , snamesname, address), address)
PHONE (PHONE (snumsnum, phone1, phone2), phone1, phone2)

By definition, all relational schemas are in 1By definition, all relational schemas are in 1stst normal formnormal form

6868

22ndnd normal formnormal form

all attributes are fully dependent on the primary keyall attributes are fully dependent on the primary key

Example (NOT IN 2Example (NOT IN 2ndnd normal form):normal form):
COURSE (COURSE (cnumcnum, , cseccsec, room, , room, cnamecname))

Correction (IN 2Correction (IN 2ndnd normal form):normal form):
COURSE (COURSE (cnumcnum, , cseccsec, room), room)

COURSE_NAME (COURSE_NAME (cnumcnum, , cnamecname))
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22ndnd normal formnormal form

0101

5454

0101

0101

CsecCsec

107107

319319

258258

333333

RoomRoom

Business for EBusiness for E--CommerceCommerce

Technology for ETechnology for E--CommerceCommerce

Technology for ETechnology for E--CommerceCommerce

Overview of EOverview of E--CommerceCommerce

NameName

60106010

60106010

60306030

60006000

CidCid

Course

Violation of 2 nd

normal form

0101

5454

0101

0101

CsecCsec

107107

319319

258258

333333

RoomRoom

60106010

60106010

60306030

60006000

CidCid

Course

Solution

Business for EBusiness for E--CommerceCommerce

Technology for ETechnology for E--CommerceCommerce

Overview of EOverview of E--CommerceCommerce

NameName

60106010

60306030

60006000

CidCid

Course_Name

7070

33rdrd normal formnormal form

no dependencies other than on the primary keyno dependencies other than on the primary key

Example (NOT in 3Example (NOT in 3rdrd normal form):normal form):

COURSE (COURSE (cnumcnum, , cseccsec, , profprof,, prof_officeprof_office))

Correction (IN 3Correction (IN 3rdrd normal form):normal form):
COURSE (COURSE (cnumcnum, , cseccsec, , profprof))

PROF_OFFICES (PROF_OFFICES (profprof, , prof_officeprof_office))
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33rdrd normal formnormal form

0101

5454

0101

0101

CsecCsec

87038703

22512251

77427742

87038703

Prof_idProf_id

CS 117CS 117

CS 095CS 095

CS 333CS 333

CS 117CS 117

Prof_officeProf_office

60106010

60106010

60306030

60006000

CidCid

Course

Violation of 3 rd

normal form

0101

5454

0101

0101

CsecCsec

87038703

22512251

77427742

87038703

Prof_idProf_id

60106010

60106010

60306030

60006000

CidCid

Course

Solution

CS 095CS 095

CS 333CS 333

CS 117CS 117

Prof_officeProf_office

77427742

22512251

87038703

Prof_idProf_id

Prof_Office

7272

What normal form is this example in?What normal form is this example in?

1NF:  if every field contains only single values1NF:  if every field contains only single values

2NF:  all attributes are fully dependent on the primary key2NF:  all attributes are fully dependent on the primary key

3NF:  no dependencies other than on the primary key3NF:  no dependencies other than on the primary key

55

88

55

88

RatingRating

SmithSmith

JonesJones

QuinnQuinn

ThomasThomas

NameName

FF

MM

MM

MM

SexSex

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

373710.0010.0066726672

34346.506.5023452345

55556.506.5055325532

272710.0010.0012341234

Hours_wHours_w
orkedorked

Hourly_wHourly_w
ageage

SINSIN

Hourly_Emp
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11stst vsvs 22ndnd vsvs 33rdrd Normal FormNormal Form

A relation in 2A relation in 2ndnd normal form is also in 1normal form is also in 1stst normal formnormal form

A relation in 3A relation in 3rdrd normal form is also in 2normal form is also in 2ndnd and 1and 1stst normal normal 
formform

7474

And so on …..And so on …..

There are other forms of normalization but in most cases There are other forms of normalization but in most cases 
3NF is good enough3NF is good enough

We need to evaluate the ‘normal form’ of a schema and We need to evaluate the ‘normal form’ of a schema and 
decide if further decomposition is necessarydecide if further decomposition is necessary
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Database Design Step 5Database Design Step 5

1.1. Requirements analysisRequirements analysis

2.2. Conceptual database designConceptual database design

3.3. Logical database designLogical database design

4.4. Schema refinementSchema refinement

5.5. Physical database designPhysical database design
–– consider typical expected workloads and refine the database desiconsider typical expected workloads and refine the database design gn 

to meet performance criteria (e.g. building indexes or schema to meet performance criteria (e.g. building indexes or schema 
refinement)refinement)

6.6. Security designSecurity design

7676

Physical database designPhysical database design

must address performance goals based on anticipated must address performance goals based on anticipated 
workload:workload:
–– what queries will be most frequent?what queries will be most frequent?

–– what updates will be most frequent?what updates will be most frequent?

–– how fast certain queries or updates must run?how fast certain queries or updates must run?

Must identifyMust identify
–– which tables must be accessedwhich tables must be accessed

–– which attributes are gatheredwhich attributes are gathered

–– joinsjoins

–– type of updates (e.g. insert, delete, update)type of updates (e.g. insert, delete, update)
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Mechanisms to improve performanceMechanisms to improve performance

index creationindex creation
–– data storage to speed up retrievaldata storage to speed up retrieval

–– rules of thumbrules of thumb
only build indexes that are neededonly build indexes that are needed

index attributes mentioned in a WHERE clauseindex attributes mentioned in a WHERE clause

7878

Mechanisms to improve performanceMechanisms to improve performance

denormalizationdenormalization
–– we may want to we may want to denormalizedenormalize a schema in order to reduce the a schema in order to reduce the 

number of joins in frequent queriesnumber of joins in frequent queries

55

88

55

88

RatingRating

SmithSmith

JonesJones

QuinnQuinn

ThomasThomas

NameName

FF

MM

MM

MM

SexSex

06/18/4306/18/43

11/11/7211/11/72

05/05/6805/05/68

01/01/8501/01/85

DOBDOB

373710.0010.0066726672

34346.506.5023452345

55556.506.5055325532

272710.0010.0012341234

Hours_wHours_w
orkedorked

Hourly_wHourly_w
ageage

SINSIN

Hourly_Emp
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Database Design Step 6Database Design Step 6

1.1. Requirements analysisRequirements analysis

2.2. Conceptual database designConceptual database design

3.3. Logical database designLogical database design

4.4. Schema refinementSchema refinement

5.5. Physical database designPhysical database design

6.6. Security designSecurity design
–– identify different user groups and roles and identify access residentify different user groups and roles and identify access restrictionstrictions

8080

Three Security ObjectivesThree Security Objectives

secrecysecrecy
–– information should not be disclosed to unauthorized usersinformation should not be disclosed to unauthorized users

integrityintegrity
–– only authorized users should be allowed to modify dataonly authorized users should be allowed to modify data

availabilityavailability
–– authorizing users should not be denied accessauthorizing users should not be denied access
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Transaction ProcessingTransaction Processing

A transaction is defined as a series of reads and writes A transaction is defined as a series of reads and writes 
of database objects” (of database objects” (RamakrishnanRamakrishnan, pg. 524), pg. 524)

How a DBMS handles transactions is important for How a DBMS handles transactions is important for 
concurrency control and recoveryconcurrency control and recovery

8282

Concurrency Control ProblemConcurrency Control Problem

Write totalWrite total$50$50

$50$50Write totalWrite total

Take out $50Take out $50

Take out $50Take out $50

Read total: $100Read total: $100

$100$100Read total: $100Read total: $100

User BUser BJoint AccountJoint AccountUser AUser A

This wouldn’t be very good for the Bank!
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ACID Transaction ModelACID Transaction Model

Four important properties of transactions:Four important properties of transactions:

1.1. Atomic:  each transaction is either carried out completely or noAtomic:  each transaction is either carried out completely or not at all t at all 

2.2. Consistent:  each transaction must preserve consistency of the Consistent:  each transaction must preserve consistency of the 
databasedatabase

3.3. Isolated:  transactions are not affected by concurrent transactiIsolated:  transactions are not affected by concurrent transactionsons

4.4. Durable:  once a transactions has been completed, its effects shDurable:  once a transactions has been completed, its effects should ould 
persist, even if the system crashespersist, even if the system crashes

8484

Transaction ConcurrencyTransaction Concurrency

Why do we want concurrent transactions?Why do we want concurrent transactions?

What are the problems with concurrent transactions?What are the problems with concurrent transactions?

What is the simplest way to handle concurrent transactions?What is the simplest way to handle concurrent transactions?

A schedule is a A schedule is a potential execution sequence for the actions in a set potential execution sequence for the actions in a set 
of transactionsof transactions
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RecoveryRecovery

DBMS is responsible for guaranteeing eitherDBMS is responsible for guaranteeing either
–– a transaction is completed successfully ORa transaction is completed successfully OR

–– a transaction has no effect on the data or any other transactiona transaction has no effect on the data or any other transaction

But, what about when a system crashes?But, what about when a system crashes?

A recovery manager ensures:A recovery manager ensures:
–– atomicity:  must undo the actions of transactions that do not atomicity:  must undo the actions of transactions that do not 

commit commit 

–– durability: make sure that all the actions of a committed durability: make sure that all the actions of a committed 
transaction survive system crashestransaction survive system crashes

The recovery manager maintains a log of all The recovery manager maintains a log of all 
modifications to the databasemodifications to the database

8686
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